The Swedish Rowing Federation looking for a

Head Coach
The Swedish Rowing Federation (SR) is working to establish an Elite Training Center, an important
part of SR's future elite program. We want to create a world class environment with international
medals in sight, both in crew boat and individual.
As head coach, you are responsible for the management and implementation of the daily training
process. You work close to the Sports Director and the elite clubcoaches. A good ability to lead,
organize and create collaboration is crucial, together with a high level of competence in training and
training theory in general and rowing specific training in particular.

Main tasks
In the role of head coach, your main tasks consist of planning, implementing and evaluating the
training process within the frame work for the SR training system. Most of the working time will be
located at the SR elite training center. SR focus is on Jönköping. In addition, you also will be involved
in the SR elite development work and some education contributions.

Qualifications
We are looking for you with a high level competence in coaching and leadership, sports physiology,
and training theory, with a high competence in rowing-specific training. Your personal qualifications
are important and you have easy to cooperate. You have good knowledge of rowing technique, you
are responsible and pedagogical with a passion to develop people, future crews and Swedish rowing
in general. Academic education in the field and own experience of elite sports are meritorious.

Terms of employment
Part- or full-time: 50-100 %. Working hours can vary depending on the applicant's conditions and
how the work of establishing an elite center develops.
The job involves travel as well as evening and weekend work. Individual conditions regarding salary
are applied.
Access in the autumn of 2021, or by agreement.

Application
The last day to apply is September 27th, 2021. You apply by sending a personal letter, CV, and salary
claim to joachim.brischewski@rodd.rf.se

Contact
Per Olof Claesson, Sports Director: perolof.claesson@rodd.rf.se / +46 722-300 720
Joachim Brischewski, Secretary General: Joachim.brischewski@rodd.rf.se / +46 8 -699 64 35
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